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HAWAII 
 
GRADE & CONDITION: Three categories are employed for unused and three for used.  "F-VF" is for fine and better centered material with perfs well 
clear of the design.  The second category is "AVE-F" for average to fine and the perforations may touch the design in this category.  "S/D" is for stamps 
with small defects or repairs but of a generally fine appearance.  All unused average-fine and fine-very fine stamps will have original gum and are usually 
lightly hinged.  Those designated with "nh" before the price are never hinged, “ng” indicates no gum. 
 
                      ---------UNUSED---------        ----------USED----------                             ---------UNUSED---------          ----------USED----------                             ---------UNUSED---------         ----------USED---------- 
#               F-VF       AVE-F         S/D        F-VF    AVE-F       S/D          #              F-VF       AVE-F        S/D        F-VF       AVE-F      S/D         #             F-VF      AVE-F        S/D          F-VF       AVE-F      S/D 
24 --- --- --- --- --- 249.00 
30 ng 6.60 ng 4.40 --- --- --- --- 
31 49.00 --- 16.25 --- --- --- 
31 ng 39.00 ng 26.00 ng 13.00 --- --- --- 
32 135.00 87.50 --- --- --- --- 
32 ng 105.00 ng 70.00 --- --- --- --- 
34 75.00 47.50 --- --- --- 11.25 
34 ng 57.00 ng 38.00 --- --- --- --- 
38 --- 60.00 30.00 33.00 23.00 11.25 
38 --- ng 50.00 ng 25.00 --- --- --- 
39 --- --- --- 1.75 1.20 .60 
43 --- --- --- 1.25 .70 .35 
44 --- --- --- --- 6.00 --- 

46 nh 180.00 --- --- --- --- --- 
49 --- --- --- 185.00 --- --- 
52 --- --- --- 1.15 --- .40 
55 2.00 --- --- --- --- --- 
55 ng 1.20 --- --- --- --- --- 
57 --- --- --- 1.25 .75 .40 
61 11.25 --- --- --- --- --- 
61 nh 22.00 nh 15.00 --- --- --- --- 
63 nh 320.00 --- --- --- --- --- 
74 --- --- .55 1.25 .75 .35 
74 --- ng .90 ng .45 --- --- --- 
74 --- --- nh 1.50 --- --- --- 
75 --- --- .55 .80 .40 .20 

75 --- --- ng .45 --- --- --- 
76 --- --- --- 1.50 .90 .45 
77 --- --- --- --- --- 1.25 
80 --- --- --- --- --- .40 
81 --- --- .40 .80 .50 .25 
81 --- --- ng .30 --- --- --- 
O2 40.00 --- --- --- --- --- 
O4 --- --- 12.00 --- --- --- 
R3 --- --- --- 6.75 --- --- 

HAWAII MULTIPLES 
32 block of 4 unused freak perfs, st edge, reinforced  500.00 
38 block of 4 unused fine     375.00 

 


